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a b s t r a c t

Micro-inertial sensors currently could not provide long-time stability attitude information
for the high spinning projectile because of drift errors. Meanwhile, the method of the nav-
igation and attitude measurement with respect to the earth’s magnetic field is still auxil-
iary, and the attitude angle information cannot be got only by measuring the three-axis
components of the geomagnetic field. In view of the flying characteristics of high spinning
projectile, three different attitude measurements only using magnetic sensors are
researched. Through comparative analyses, the calculating principle, system composition,
applicable condition and error range of these methods are explained. Meanwhile, the semi-
physical experiments are made to prove the effectiveness of the three attitude measure-
ments. The experiment results indicate that only scalar arithmetic operations are required
for these angular measurements and they have the day/night and all weather capability.
The three different measurements have same angle error range within ±1� but different
attitude updating rate.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

At present, the attitude measurement of a moving body
is involved in many fields, for example, in aerial and mar-
ine vehicles [1–3], robots and human pose tracking [4].
Especially for the military application, it is important to
test the projectile flight attitude accurately. Accurate mea-
surement of angular motions of spinning projectiles with
on-board sensors has been recognized as a daunting task.
The fundamental requirements for such measurement are
lightweight, small-size, and low power consumption. The
currently available micro-inertial sensors have relatively
low accuracy and the drift could cause remarkable attitude
errors [5]. Successful attitude measurement with inertial
sensors requires the expensive gyroscopes and accelerom-

eters with exceptionally increased accuracy and complex
filtering algorithm [6–8].

Geomagnetic field is a vector field as the earth’s natural
resources. It provides the natural coordinate system for
navigation with its rich element such as strength, inclina-
tion, declination and gradient. Recent progresses in mag-
netic sensor technologies have resulted in devices small
enough, rugged enough, and sensitive enough to be useful
in systems capable of making high-speed, high-resolution
measurements of attitude relative to magnetic fields [9].
Because of its high reliability and anti-interference ability,
attitude measurements with geomagnetic have become a
hot spot in research of flying parameter measurement.
Due to the fact that the three-component magnetic sensor
cannot provide three independent equations, other meth-
ods are combined to calculate one of the three angles of
yaw, pitch and roll to obtain another two. The problems
make the magnetic sensor is still auxiliary in attitude mea-
suring systems [10–13].

Thomas Harkins and David Hepner designed an attitude
measuring system for spinning bodies, called
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‘‘MAGSONDE’’ only with magnetic sensors. The ‘‘Zero
Crossings Method’’ for the ‘‘MAGSONDE’’ has been pro-
vided in their report [14]. On this basis, an attitude angle
measurement based on the ratio of extremum of two
orthogonal magnetic sensors is introduced in this paper
and this ‘‘Extremum Ratio Method’’ is extended to ‘‘Three
Orthogonal Ratio Method’’. Through the theory research
and Semi-physical experiments, the three different atti-
tude measuring methods that only using magnetic sensors
were compared in detail. In all the three cases, we do not
need to know the magnetic field strength, only scalar cal-
culation is required. These methods satisfy the require-
ment of high-spinning projectile’s attitude determination.
The results have an important signification for projectile
design. Potential application for these methods includes
determination of angular motion histories of experimental
and development of fuze design.

2. Magnetic sensor configuration

Assuming that the gravity center of the spinning projec-
tile is at the origin of the o-xyz coordinate system which
fixed in body frame, its axis of rotation is on the x axis
and its nose pointed in the +x direction. As showed in
Fig. 1, the magnetic sensors Msx, Msy and Msz locate respec-
tively along the x axis, y axis and z axis. The sensor Ms1 lo-
cates in the o-xy plane and orients at a non-zero angle k
from the spin axis x.

According to coordinate system rotation matrix rules,
the field strength along the sensitive axes of the four sen-
sors are given by [15]

Msx ¼ j~Mj cos w cosrm

Msy ¼ �j~Mj cos c sin w cos rm þ j~Mj sin c sinrm

Msz ¼ j~Mj sin c sin w cos rm þ j~Mj cos c sinrm

Ms1 ¼ j~Mj cos w cosrm cos k� j~Mj cos c sin w cosrm sin k

þj~Mj sin c sinrm sin k

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where ~M is the strength and direction of geomagnetic field.
The angle between ~M and x axis is designated as rm�w is
the sum of the declination and real yaw. The projectile roll
angle is described by the c. There are three unknown
parameters in (1), but no three independent equations.
Therefore, one or more attitude angles must be known
from other ways in order to calculate the rest attitude
angles [5].

3. Theory analyisis for three different methods

According to the flight characteristic of the high spin-
ning projectile, some basic hypotheses are as follows:

(1) Velocity vector is in the firing plane all the time [16],
that is, w is invariable.

(2) rm changes much slowly with time relative to the
roll rate.

With the above hypothesis, the ‘‘Zero Crossings Meth-
od’’ was anew explained below. Based on it, the other
two new methods were introduced in this section.

3.1. Zero crossings method

The normalized field strength along the sensitive axis
for two non-orthogonal sensors Msy and Ms1 throughout
several roll cycles is plotted in Fig. 2 with rm = 45�,
w = 30� and k ¼ 60�. Denoting the two pairs of roll angles
at the zero crossings for the two sensors as (csya, csyb) and
(cs1a, cs1b). By (1), with fixed w and k, the value of ratio
R = (cs1b � cs1a)/(csyb � csya) only depends on rm [14,17].
The corresponding relation of ratio R and rm is showed in
Fig. 3.

The combination of the R � rm calibration curve and a
parity check completely specifies the angle rm between
the projectile axis and the magnetic field [17].

3.2. Extremum Ratio Method

Not only the ratios of zero crossing, but also the ratios of
maximums and minimums of the two magnetic sensors
have corresponding relationship with rm and they are
proved as follows: rm and w change slowly with time com-
pared with c, so when Msy and Ms1 reach the maximum or
the minimum, that is dMsy/dt = 0 and dMs1/dt = 0, we al-
ways have

cosrm sin w sin cþ sin rm cos c ¼ 0 ð2Þ

It is seen from (2) that Msy and Ms1 reach the max-
imums and minimums at the same time, respectively.
Denoting the ratios of the maximums and minimums
of two magnetic sensors as Rmax = (Ms1max/Msymax) and
Rmin = (Ms1min/Msymin). When Msy or Ms1 reaches the ex-
treme values, the attitude angles must satisfy (2), so
combining (1) and (2), the relationships between Rmax,
Rmin and rm are as follows:

Rmax ¼ sin kþ cos w cos k cos rmffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin2 rm þ sin2 w cos2 rm

q ð3Þ
Fig. 1. Installation of magnetic sensors in coordinate o-xyz. Msx locates
respectively along the body’s rotation axis and Msy and Msz are installed
along the other two coordinate axis. Ms1 is in the o-xy plane with a non-
zero angle k from the Msx.
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Rmin ¼ sin k� cos w cos k cosrmffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin2 rm þ sin2 w cos2 rm

q ð4Þ

The flight projectile allows changing c and rm with re-
spect to each w.

That is, for a fixed yaw angle and the corresponding
range of rm, the curves of the extremum ratio of the two
magnetic sensors can be made out by making the projectile
rotating one circle with different rm. Fig. 4 shows the
curves of the ratios Rmax, Rmin versus rm when w = 30�
and k ¼ 60�.

During the flight, the ratio of extremum could be got
from the outputs of the sensors, then the rm in this occa-
sion could be got from the curve of calibration according
to the calculated ratios.

3.3. Three Orthogonal Ratio Method

The ‘‘Extremum Ratio Method’’ makes use of the ratio of
the extremum of the two non-orthogonal magnetic sensors
Ms1 and Msy to get the attitude information. The thought

Fig. 2. Normalized magnetic field strength along Msy and Ms1. When rm = 45�, w = 30� and k = 60�, the output of Msy and Ms1 change only with the roll angle
c. Both of these two magnetic sensors has two zero-crossing point in a spin cycle.

Fig. 3. Ratio versus rm when w = 30� and k ¼ 45�; 60� . With certain w and k, the ratio of the zero-crossing methods depends on the angle rm. The curve of
ratio versus rm is symmetrical with 90�.
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can be extended to the ratio calculation of three pairwise-
orthogonal magnetic sensors.

The output of the magnetic sensor Msx is a constant in a
spin cycle under the assumptions of the flight characteris-
tic of the high spinning projectile. When Msz reaches the
maximum or the minimum, dMsz/dt = 0, and we have

cosrm sin wcosc� sin rm sin c ¼ 0 ð5Þ

From (2) and (5), we know that Msy and Msz respectively
reach the maximums and minimums at different time. The
time interval of each extremum is just right a quarter of a

roll cycle. Fig. 5 shows the ratio relationships of the Msx/Msz

and Msx/Msz in A, B, C and D points respectively when
w = 30� and rm = 80�.

Denoting the ratios of three pairwise-orthogonal
magnetic sensors at the extreme value points of Msy

and Msz as Rxymax/min = (Msx/Msymax/min) and Rxzmax/min =
(Msx/Mszmax/min). Combining (2), (5), and (1), we can get

Rxymax=min ¼ Rxzmax=min ¼ �
cos w cos rmffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

sin2 rm þ sin2 w cos2 rm

q ð6Þ

Fig. 4. Ratio of extremum versus rm when w = 30� and k ¼ 60� . The curves for the ratio of peak and valley value of the two magnetic sensors are nolinear
with the monotonicity.

Fig. 5. Magnetic sensors Msx, Msy and Msz output when w = 30�, rm = 80�. The time interval of each extremum of Msy or Msz is just right a quarter of a roll
cycle.
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It is seen from (6) that there is the one-to-one corre-
spondence between the ratios Rxymax/min, Rxzmax/min and
rm for each fixed w. So, we can also calculate the rm by
the curve of calibration according to Rxymax/min and Rxzmax/

min. Due to the zero crossing exists between the maximum
and the minimum, rm at the zero crossing time could be
obtained with the interpolation method [18]. According
to (1), when Msy = 0 or Msz = 0, we have

tan c ¼ sin w cot rm ð7Þ

cosc ¼ � sin w cot rm ð8Þ

Substituting known w and calculated rm into (7) and
(8), then c in these zero crossing time could be solved. In
projectile’s flight, w is considered as invariable, but there
are errors caused by this approximation method. With c
and (1), yaw angle could be corrected by the following
equation

tan w ¼ ðMsz � sin c�Msy � cos cÞ=Msx ð9Þ

4. Comparative analysis

All of these three different attitude measuring methods
are based on the mathematics corresponding relations be-
tween rm and the certain ratios of these magnetic sensors.
Every of the three methods has its own characteristics in
some ways with a link in principle. Their differences
should be discussed below through some comparative
analysis.

4.1. System composition and attitude updating rate

Both ‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’ and ‘‘Extremum Ratio
Method’’ must use four magnetic sensors in order to realize
all the three attitude angles measurement. The four mag-
netic sensors contain a non-orthogonal installation mag-
netic sensor, which makes some difficulties in the
installation of the sensors and the system building. In con-
trast, the ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ratio Method’’ only needs
three pairwise-orthogonal magnetic sensors to achieve
the same effect.

In a proper rotation cycle, the ‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’
has only one ratio, so it can work out only one group of
attitude angles. The ‘‘Extremum Ratio Method’’ can get a
pair of extreme value ratio, accordingly, it can get two
groups of attitude angles. There are four characteristic ra-
tios of the ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ratio Method’’ in a spin cycle.
Its attitude updating rate is four times of the former and
twice of the latter.

4.2. Launch window range

There is the necessity of certain magnetic sensor being
orthogonal to the field during a roll cycle (zero crossing
point) in all the three different methods. That limits the
range of the magnetic aspect launch angles within which
the particular sensor configuration is able to operate. This
applicability region is called the ‘‘Magsonde window’’
[14,19]. Both of ‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’ and ‘‘Extremum

Ratio Method’’ require the Msy and Ms1 to have the zero
point. Meanwhile, the ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ratio Method’’
requires the Msy and Msz to have the zero point.

Solving (1) for the roll angles at which Msy = 0 and
Msz = 0 yields, we get (7) and (8). There is no constraint
for rm in (7) and (8). For sensor Ms1, solving (1) for the roll
angles at which Ms1 = 0:

sinðc� hÞ ¼ � cos w cot kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tan2 rm þ sin2 w

q ð10Þ

The existence criterion for c � h of j sinðc� hÞj 6 1 leads to
the requirement that j cos w cosrmj 6 j sin kj: In generally,
k < 90�:

If sink P j cos wj; rm 2 ½0�;180��:

If sink < j cos wj;

arccos
sin k
j cos wj

� �
6 rm 6 arccos � sin k

j cos wj

� �
:

With the above analysis, we find whatever is 180� the
value of rm, the sensors Msy and Msz always have the zero
crossing point. So, the ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ratio Method’’
does not be limited by ‘‘Magsonde window’’. At the same
time, the other two methods only suit for a particular
launch widow which depends on the range of possible
rm during the flight.

4.3. Measurement Blind Area

When the axis of rotation is parallel to the local geo-
magnetic vector (rm = 0� or) during the flight, the outputs
of Msy and Msz stay at zero value. When the axis of rota-
tion is in a very small angle area around the local geo-
magnetic vector, the outputs of the Msy and Msz are
such small that the useful signals basically are submerged
in the measurement noise. All of the three attitude mea-
suring methods cannot have effective role in such an area
called ‘‘Measurement Blind Area’’. Because of the extre-
mely short time in which the projectile stays in the ‘‘Mea-
surement Blind Area’’, the influence on the whole of
measurement can be ignored. In practical projects, the
problem can be solved by the forecast and filter algorithm
[20,21].

4.4. Error analysis

The reasons for the errors of these above attitude mea-
surements are analyzed as follows:

(1) Suppose that w is invariable in the flight for the esti-
mation, which result in errors of rm and c. This kind
of error exists in all the three attitude measuring
methods. The second correct method for eliminating
the influence of the hypothesis in these calculation
methods could be carried out by repeating calcula-
tion steps with the corrected w instead of the hypo-
thetical one.

(2) In the three methods, the interpolation method is
adopted in the calculation process of rm, i.e. using
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Fig. 6. Errors of the three attitude angles for Zero Crossing Method. There is one group of calculated attitude angles in a proper rotation cycle.

Fig. 7. Errors of the three attitude angles for Extremum Ratio Method. There are two groups of calculated attitude angles in a proper rotation cycle.

Fig. 8. Errors of the three attitude angles for Three Orthogonal Ratio Method. There are four groups of calculated attitude angles in a proper rotation cycle.
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interpolation to estimate the value of rm in the pre-
calibrated curve. This produces the error of rm and
then leads to the error of c when use (7) and (8) to
estimate the angle. Meanwhile, the ‘‘Zero Crossing
Method’’ in a proper rotation cycle only can get
one rm. So, the faster changes of the rm in the flight
leads the bigger error of this method. The attitude

update rate of the ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ratio Method’’
is higher than the other two methods, accordingly,
the error of the rm is the smallest.

(3) In the curve of the sensors output, the precision of
interpretation of zero point is lower than the accu-
racy of extreme value estimate. The results of the
‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’ are two symmetrical values,
the parity check needs in its calculation process. The
two problems make the calculating precision of this
method relatively low.

Through the above the error analysis, we have a conclu-
sion like this: in the same conditions, the attitude error of
the ‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’ is the biggest among the three
different methods, the precision of ‘‘Three Orthogonal Ra-
tio Method’’ is the best.

4.5. Numerical simulation analysis

According to the (1)–(9), the numerical simulation is
carried out under the given conditions: w = 30�, rm = 80�

Fig. 9. Hardware components diagram of the semi-physical device.

Fig. 10. Homemade prototype for simulation experiments. The mechan-
ical shell is made of super-hard aluminum materials.

Fig. 11. The system block diagram of the experimental.

Fig. 12. The hardware prototype was fixed in three axis turntable. The
turntable can realize the simulation of any kind of movement of the
projectile. The output precision of the turntable is 0.01�.
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and c changes with the angular velocity 2 rps. The above
three methods are used to estimate all the attitude angles.
The calculated results of each method are illustrated in
Figs. 6–8.

In view of the results of the numerical simulation, the
attitude angle errors of the three methods are all within

±1�, and the estimated accuracy of the ‘‘Three Orthogonal
Ratio Method’’ is obviously higher than the others.
Meanwhile, for all these methods, the error of the angle
rm is smaller than the errors of c and w. These numeri-
cal simulation results coincide with the above error
analysis.

Fig. 13. Realtime output signals of the four magnetic sensors. The sensors are a pair of Honeywell’s HMC1021 (Ms1) and HMC1043 (Msx, Msy, Msz)
magnetometers.

Fig. 14. Errors of the rm for each method. The three different methods all can get the calculating values of the angle rm. But each methods has its own
precision and attitude updating rate.
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5. Experiments and results

Based on the theory algorithms research, the experi-
ments were performed to verify and compare these three
attitude measurements. A semi-physical device was de-
signed for the simulation experiments. The hardware com-
ponents diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10
illustrates this homemade prototype.

The prototype is mainly comprised of a pair of Honey-
well’s HMC1021/1043 magnetometers (single-axis/three-
axis magnetic sensors with ±6 Gauss measurement range
and about 8 l Gauss noise level), a Texas Instruments’
ADS8365 (16-Bit, 250 kbps, 6-Channel, Simultaneous Sam-
pling analog-to-digital converter), a CYGNAL’s C8051F320
(Full Speed USB, 16 kbps flash MCU), and an ATMEL’s
AT45DB642D (64 Mb serial-interface flash memory with
SPI interface). The signals of the magnetic sensors was ac-
quainted and stored in the flash memory. Then, through
the USB port, these data was transferred to computer for
attitude calculation. Fig. 11 shows the system block dia-
gram of the experimental setup.

During the experiments, the hardware prototype was
mounted on three axis turntable, with the axes of the pro-
totype aligned with the three rotation axis of the turntable
(see Fig. 12). Firstly, the calibration curves of the each
method were made with fixed w = 30�. Then, semi-physical
simulation experiments was processed under the condi-
tion that the device rotates with a constant roll rate and
rm was stay at 80� with w = 30�. These above three attitude
measuring methods were used to estimate all the three
attitude angles. Fig. 13 shows the real output signals of
the four magnetic sensors after filter. The calculating errors
of rm for each method are showed in Fig. 14. Table 1 shows
the detail results of the semi-physical simulation experi-
ments. The outputs of the turntable were considered as
the reference of the attitude angles.

It is seen from the results of experiment that the
three different attitude measuring methods discussed
all could keep the attitude errors less than 1 degree.
The error of the ‘‘Zero Crossing Method’’ is relatively
large and the attitude updating rate of the ‘‘Three
Orthogonal Ratio Method’’ is the highest. These results
are the same as the numerical simulation discussed in
Section 4.5. Compared with results of numerical simula-
tion, the attitude calculating errors of the actual experi-
ments are little bigger. Although the digital filter [22]
is used, the noise of the magnetic sensors and the instal-
lation error are the main probable reason of the errors
for experiments. In addition, different sensors have dif-
ferent characteristics which lead to the error of w when
(9) is used to estimate it. The results of experiments
prove the effectiveness of the three attitude measuring
methods.

6. Conclusion

In the paper, the theories of three different attitude
measurements for spinning projectile only using magnetic
sensors are discussed. All of the three methods which only
need scalar arithmetic operations have a series of merits
and would not be affected by the weather or light. Through
the comparison, the differences between these methods in
several sides are analyzed in detail. The semi-physical sim-
ulation experiment is done and the results show that the
measurement system with these three methods is valid
and the errors of the attitude angles are in the range of per-
mission of the attitude measurements. The ‘‘Three Orthog-
onal Ratio Method’’ has some advantages in precision and
attitude updating rate compared with the other two meth-
ods. These results indicate that the three different measur-
ing methods are effective for high spinning projectile. The
resulting angle data from these methods can be used with
diagnostic tools for flight characteristic of projectile. The
research in the paper provides a new theoretical basis for
the attitude measurement and navigation with the
geomagnetic.
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